January 9, 2018

To: ART majors
From: Scholarship Committee
Subject: Anderson Ranch Partnership program

The Department of Art and Art History at The University of Alabama invites applications for a ceramics student to participate in the Anderson Ranch Partnership Program. This program assists students with the cost of attending one of Anderson Ranch’s summer ceramics workshops. Support is offered for up to $1,000 from the Department, which is matched by Anderson Ranch. The awardee is responsible for covering $300 of their costs. Applications will be accepted from art majors with a concentration in ceramics. Anderson Ranch is an internationally recognized art center in Snowmass Village, Colorado that offers workshops, an artist residency program, and exhibitions. For more information, visit www.andersonranch.org.

Award Timeline:
Due date: Monday, January 22, 2018 by 5:00 p.m.
Recipient announced: January 25, 2018

Applications must include the following:
- Applicant’s name, CWID, phone number, and UA email address
- A project description that explains your commitment to ceramics and how you would benefit from the workshop you would attend (500 words max)
- 5 images of current work

Email proposals in a single pdf (10mb max) to uaartscholarship@ua.edu
Subject line: Anderson Ranch Partnership program
Attachment: “Doe_Jane_Anderson_Ranch”
Deadline: Monday, January 22, 2018, 5:00 p.m.

Direct questions about this process to Matt Mitros at Matthew.t.mitros@ua.edu, Wade MacDonald at wfmacdonald@ua.edu, or Rachel Stephens at rachel@ua.edu.